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CASE by Numbers
We have over 150 active partnerships who have either
completed their Action Plan or are discussing it

A project
supported by the
European Union’s
PEACE IV
Programme,
managed by the
Special EU
Programmes Body

CASE aims to build a
culture of good relations amongst
children and young
people in a school
based setting.

Teacher Professional Learning (TPL) Programme
Our TPL sessions
continue to be very
popular in these
difficult times.

Please keep checking
the CASE website for
full up-to-date details

Teacher Professional Learning (TPL)
programme | CASE

Delivery is through
the provision of
direct, sustained,
curricular-based
contact between
children and teachers
from all backgrounds.
With all of our partnerships in the north and south continuing to face
challenging times we are so appreciative of the amazing staff who seek to give
their pupils the best shared education experience they can.

Summary
As part of this project,
our 3 schools
collaborated together
to make Halloween
inspired crafts and
props for a family
event which took
place over midterm at
the Mullan Hope
Centre.
The ethos of the
Mullan Hope Centre is
that it is a community
hub for all to use for
education, fun and
learning so it ties in
brilliantly with our
CASE Peace IV
project.
Many of our children,
staff and extended
families attended the
family event over
midterm which
showcased their
work.

Around the partnerships...
Scoil Mhuire Gleneely, St Columb’s Moville and
Donagh National School in Carndonagh

Around the partnerships...
Hezlett Primary School and St.Aiden’s Primary School

Summary
‘Brighter Days’
The children from
Hezlett P.S and
St Aidan’s P.S, from
P1 to P7, were
involved in
illustrating their
ideas of the
'Brighter Days
Ahead' initiative
for Good Relations
Week 2021.
Both schools
swapped pictures
and then had a
shared display in
school featuring
artwork from both
schools.

Around the partnerships...
Thoughts from a
grateful
partnership

Groggan Primary School and Millquarter Primary School
‘Our Shared Education partnership has been one of the most important and
successful journeys we have undertaken.’

“We are both
small, rural
schools and we
understand each
other’s needs and
we celebrate each
other’s successes

We are so much
more than our
partnership
number.”

These two schools are now in their
fifth year of a very successful Shared
Education partnership.
The two Principals, Cathy Humphrey
and Marie-Clare McNamee work
closely together, supporting each
other, not only in their Shared
Education work but with every aspect of school life.
Their daily phone calls and e-mails
have cemented a professional
support system and a friendship for
life.
This was particularly invaluable
during the last two stressful years.
The staff work well together and
have a partner at each school. This
helps them plan and share resources.
Coordinators work together and lead Staff Training for both schools. Their
partnership goes beyond their Shared Education Action Plan, the pupils have
made firm friendships and since March 2020 their work together has taken place
online.
It is a common, daily sight to see their friends from their partner schools, large
as life on the Interactive Whiteboards.
The children have benefitted from a variety of work on every subject area since
the partnership’s conception, they have developed their Coding, Outdoor
Learning, WAU, Music, ECO, EHWB and Writing to name but a few.
The joined Choir have participated at the Feis and performed for the local
community. They have great plans this year to mark their five-year anniversary
with a Tree Planting ceremony in each school and the launch of a new joint logo.

Summary
‘We decided to
launch this year's
CASE programme
with two "Walk and
Talk" sessions in
Rossmore Park, one
for all the 5th classes
and another for the
sixths.
The children kept to
their usual pods and
each walked around
the park with two
other pods, one from
each of our partner
schools.

They were
accompanied by their
class teachers,
Special Education
Teachers, SNAs and
the three school
principals.
They enjoyed seeing
the beauty of the
autumn colours while
chatting to new
friends and finding
out a little about each
other in a safe
outdoor
environment.’

Around the partnerships...
St. Louis GNS, St. Mary's Boys' NS and Urbleshanny NS

Twitter
Please remember
that you can get all
the latest news,
views and
wellbeing support
by following us on
Twitter

Around the partnerships...
Londonderry PS, St. Finian’s PS and Newtownards Model PS

St Finian’s enjoying their
new benches and shared
playground rules through
Shared Education with
Newtownards Model PS
and Londonderry PS.
They can’t wait to meet
and share again.

Donaghadee PS and Killard House School

If your school also
uses Twitter and
you haven't yet
told us please
inform your
Development
Officer so we can
follow you
We currently have
900 followers
We would love to
reach 1000 by
June 2022

Donaghadee Primary and
Killard House are continuing
to enjoy getting to know each
other through their Shared
Education programme.
They sent cards to each other
asking to be friends and then
waved across the fence at
break time.
They then sent photographs
and videos to each other introducing ourselves and telling their friends what they
liked to do in school. They
discussed similarities and
differences between the
schools.
They are looking forward to
their Shared Walk and
Outdoor Education projects
coming up this year and
seeing photos of their friends
with their new toys and
equipment.

Summary
“As part of our Shared
Education
Programme, we had
the pleasure of
working with a local
artist
Diane McCormick.
Diane came into
school and created
wonderful pieces of
art work using
materials with the
theme of nature.
The collages were
then scanned onto a
computer, printed out
and covered in
Perspex.
Then Diane and her
husband came to
school to display the
final pieces of art at
the entrance of our
school.
We are so pleased
with the final pieces
of work and want to
thank all our children,
staff and Diane for
completing this
wonderful part of our
Shared Education
Programme.”

Around the partnerships...
Tobermore Primary School and St.Columb’s PS Straw

Summary
‘We had a lovely
shared learning day
earlier this term.
The senior classes
from St Riaghan's,
Wood School and
Crannóg Buí went to
Donegal Town .
We had a busy day ,
firstly we had an informative history
guided walk with
Niamh.
We then did an
Autumn
scavenger hunt along
the bank walk .
We went to the
playground and had
great fun doing
socially distanced
playing.
We ended our day
with hot chocolate
and cookies .
The Junior room had
a separate day where
they did all the same
activities except the
History walk. It was
lovely to meet our
friends again.’

Around the partnerships...
St Riaghan's, Wood School and Crannóg Buí

Comments from
Survey
“Staff still
communicated well
with each other but
missed shared training and events. Pupils
did really enjoy the
online lessons and
seeing each other
online but face to face
did build better friendships”

“Everyone was delighted that we were
able to continue to
deliver shared
education and have
some normality in
what otherwise was a
very difficult year”

Comments on
support from
Development
Officers
“Throughout CASE,
face to face or online,
it is great to know
that support and
guidance is only an
email/phone call
away and I want to
thank all of the CASE
team for their continued guidance and
support”.

“I feel very supported
in Shared Education
activities, there is
always someone at
the end of the phone/
email to lend support
and keep us right and
nothing is ever too
much trouble”

External Evaluation
Thank You!
We would like to thank all those who participated in SJC
consultancy’s recent survey, on behalf of The Special EU
Programmes Body’s (SEUPB) (click here).
Given the uncertainty and pressures linked to the Coronavirus
(Covid-19) pandemic, it is important that we acknowledge and
express our gratitude to the schools who took time to provide
feedback in June and September 2021.
Reporting
The 2020/21 survey results and report will be available
shortly. In the meantime, the results of our 2019/20 research
can be found here (to include reports, case studies and
videos) highlighting the positive educational and shared
outcomes achieved by CASE partnerships.
Contact
If you have any questions about The SEUPB’s research, how
your information will be used or if you would like to provide
further feedback, please contact Sarah McCarthy
(SJC consultancy) on sarah@sjcconsultancy.com

Just the facts please ma’am...TPL thoughts
Some
Shared Education
thoughts…

“Another week,
another fantastic
@CASEshared session
with our friends
@Grangepkps…we
enjoyed
@NIForestSchool, den
building and Kelly
kettle hot chocolate,
PDMU activities and
gymnastics”

‘Worked through
Google classroom
and other useful
features.’

‘Very good balance of shared direction
and play in practice. Good ideas how to
implement on a small budget.’

‘Great to get an insight into
exemplar observations and
an opportunity to ask
questions regarding quite an
uncertain area of practice.’
‘A very enjoyable, informative and
encouraging session. A real feeling
of appreciation on all we are
doing. Thank you.’

‘As a new secretary within the school
it was very good for me and the follow up information I have printed
and will use if and when needed.
Thank you.’

‘Very relevant and helpful in
refreshing play ideas as well as giving
me confidence to try some new
things.’
‘A well organized session. It was
nice to be given time in the
breakout rooms, to speak with
other link Teachers. It is always
nice to hear how other schools
are organizing their Shared Ed
projects.’
‘Thank you for the session, great to
have an overview provided and to
hear about how other partnerships
are doing things.’

From everyone involved in CASE Peace IV we would like to wish
you a restful and peaceful Christmas break
Please take time to look after yourselves, your colleagues and
families

St.Comgall’s PS
are partnered with
Grange Park PS both
schools are in Bangor

Worked through Google
classroom and other useful
features

